
—      
      
  

economy perpetually misinterpret Montesquieu’s theories on climate,
             
  
         
        

        
       

        
 
        
       
          
         

         
         

       


—   


 

        
      


       
      
       
      

        
However, as they tend to focus solely on Montesquieu’s
        
          
       
sightedness and oversimplification of Montesquieu’s
        
         
       

       
          
      


       
       
that gap. First, it seeks to pinpoint what were Montesquieu’s
      



This project uses statistical methods to test Montesquieu’s
   

   

        

  
       

       

examination of Montesquieu’s understanding of the
  


         
       
called “institutions hypothesis”
and “geography hypothesis.” The next section will offer a
       
  
     
Montesquieu’s theories on climate, laws, and economic
      


  


—
       
        
        is titled “Lois dans le
rapport qu’elles ont avec la nature du climat”   
        
proposition: “If it is true that the character of the spirit and the
         
         
passions and to the differences in these characters” [1, p



 “On the laws in their relation to the nature of the climate.”

An Empirical Investigation of Montesquieu’s
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affects people’s passions and characters, as this will then shed
           

       

       
 
       
         
conditional on the others. This makes the legislator’s job a


“Should 
         
         


        

       

          
       
 ” 
        

        
      
will examine Montesquieu’s thoughts on these matters and




  
by noting the effects cold and heat have on the “extremities of
the body’s surface fibers” [1, p   

a sheep’s tongue. He deduces that temperature evokes certain
        
extremities of the body, which increases their “spring” and
        
strength. Conversely, heat “relaxes these extremities” and
“decreases their strength and their spring” [1, p 

         


       


  to that environment. He observes that “even the
         
the European climate,” and he further notes that “when a
       
different laws” [1, pp    
       
          
      
         

       

between climate and the dominance of the passions. “As you


      

advantages that can favor these same passions” [1, p
“There are,” he adds, “climates in which the physical aspect
ality can do practically nothing” [1,

            

          
face of oppression. Thus, “servitude will be less intolerable
     necessary to guide one’s own
conduct” [1, p      
       
       
 —  
  —   


        

      

         
          
       
       
       
  




Montesquieu further observes that “government by one
       
government by many in the countries that are not” [1, p

 
       
farmers “are not very careful of their liberty; they are too busy
and too full of their individual matters of business” [1, p
       

     
        

agrarian peoples, by contrast, “enjoy a great liberty:


it…and if a leader wanted to take their liberty from them, they
would immediately go and seek it with another leader” [1, p
292]. “Among these people,” Montesquieu adds, “the liberty
            
liberty of the citizen” [1, p    
abundance or resources, liberty may become “the only good
worth defending” there    
may be a form of “compensation” to territories that lack
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made inhabitable only by persistent industriousness. “The

         
themselves what the terrain refuses them” [1, p
      

     
vernment. “Countries which have been made inhabitable by
          
order to exist call for moderate government,” he states [1, p
288]. This is because the “continuous care” required to
   ls for “the mores of a wise people
    
          
despot” [1, p288]. “Power had to be moderate,” he goes on, in
environments “which nature made so tha 
          
indifference or caprice” [1, p    
that permeates one’s various spheres of life, from work to
      





      

  
people’s characters, and this in turn can make them more

the effects of the environment on a people’s character, thereby
redirecting the population’s original tendencies. This i
clear by the very title of Chapter Five of Book 14: “That bad

and good ones are those who have opposed them” [1, p

       
       
    
bad laws can have similar effects on men’s characters to those
ical climates. He notes that where “laws
were badly made, lazy men appeared” [1, p


           
certainly not alone. Indeed, “many things govern me
       

is formed as a result” [1, p310]. Furthermore, “[t]o the extent
 
 ers yield to it” [1, p     
      
         

 

        
that shapes our characters. “The empire of climate is the first
of all empires,” Montesquieu affirms [1, p


reason, “[n]ature and climate almost alone dominate savages”
        
         
         




or straightforward task. “The differing needs of differing
        
         
laws,” Montesquieu writes [1, pp 

of laws. This precludes a “oneall” policy solution.
“Laws should b  
are made,” Montesquieu stresses, “that it is very unlikely that
the laws of one nation can suit another” [1, p
the legislator’s job all the more difficult, but all the more

 emphasizes that “peoples of these [tropical]

climates have greater need of a wise legislator” [1, p


         
          

       
 

     

        

on a broadly inclusive labor force. “In order to  
laziness that comes from the climate,” he instructs, “the laws
must seek to take away every means of living without labor”
       
         





          
over land solely to the princes. This took “away from
individuals the spirit of ownership” and thereby increased “the
bad effects of the climate, that is, natural laziness” [1, p
“Monasticism,” he writes, “causes the same evils there” [1, p
237]. He observes that “the number of dervishes, or monks,
          
Indies, where it is extremely hot, are full of them” [1, p
         
those who lead a “speculative life” (as opposed to a physically




of climate. Yet, as we well know, “[e]nlightened statesmen
will not always be at the helm” [2, p
that it is indeed rare to observe a “masterpiece of legislation”
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        — 
the slogan “to get rich is glorious”—


Montesquieu’s Case Examples: The Indies & China
       

        
 
       
perfection. The “legislator of the Indies,” he writes, “followed
         
 
turn, has caused a thousand ills” [1, p  
that this legislator “followed his feelings” as opposed to his
        
“the idleness of the climate” with sensible and practical mores
         
exacerbated the ills of the climate. Yet, “the more the physical
      
divert them from it,” Montesqu    
        
        
climatic vices. Thus, in the Indies “one sees the point to which
          
 nature has a strength” [1, p 
contrasts to China, where the legislators “were more sensible,”
  

     — 
—
      

     
“were made by men” [1, p   
       
“finest provinces of the empire” [1, p
      

  
“  

        
       
        
        
” 
        

overcome with “good laws,” it reveals that climate and


    


Having examined Montesquieu’s understanding of the
      

        
   
two categories: those supporting the “institutions hypothesis”
and those supporting the “geography hypothesis.” They are

    de today’s research on the
     



       
      

        
accord with Montesquieu’s thoughts on the subjects, both
        
g of Montesquieu’s climate theory.



      




       


        

        
      
 
         
     
        
        
          
        
        
        
        
      


  
      
         
       
     

       

       

        
which maintains that “the environment’s main impact on
  lasting institutions”
 5, emphasis added]. “The policy view,” they describe,
“holds that economic policies a   
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knowledge and political forces” [5, p
downplays the role of history, and instead emphasizes a “one
all” policy package as the key to economic
       
      


Easterly and Levine’s empirical analyses find no support for

       
Levine conclude that “endowments do not explain economic
       
institutional development” [5, p32]. “Endowments explain
institutions,” they affirm, “which in turn explain economic
development” [5, p
      


        
      
        
        

ultimately “the quality of institutions trumps everything else”
         
       
 
        
y explain geography’s impact on
institutions largely through the “resource curse” logic (which
     

         
         
“desirable institutional arrangements have a large element of
      
      
conditions” [6, p      

       
  

 

    
 
        


        
      
         
    


        

      

       
African Republic [11]. If “the history of commerce is that of

communication among peoples,” as Montesquieu suggests,
       
       
    
  

       



      
         
  
          
        
       
   
        
       
        
  “On the laws relating to diseases from 
climate,” 


Today, malaria, in particular, is “intimately correlated” with
       
 
  
       
         
      
         
      
   

      
      
move (permanently) away from malaria zones. Thus, “the
      
     laria” [8, p

      

       
  
         
ure holds [12]. As they explain, “the negative cross
    
within countries, as well as across countries” [12, p
      
        

 —     —


      
     
referred to as the “resource curse.” The oft 
“      
       
‘resource curse’” [13, p “Instead of b   
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developmental tool,” heavy supplies of natural resources
“become the goal of political victory; the ambition of leaders
          
        
” [14, p
      

        
       
     
        
       
       
dependent and liable to be ruled despotically. “The goodness
of a country’s lands establishes dependence there naturally,”



         
      

        
       —
        
 
argues, “the logic of the geography
productivity linkage” [10, p
Echoing Montesquieu, he further affirms that “there is good
       
      
institutions, policies, and geography” [10, p



         
more “flexibility” with methodological models that seek to
      
      
      
state, allows for the consideration of “geographical effects in a
more flexible way”—      
      

        
“spatial inertia” has a direct e
         

inclusion of “offsetting” variables [12]. Convergence and

       
Convergence refers to the “good neighborhood” effect that
      
        
        
         

   


        
innovation harkens back to Montesquieu’s praise of the
Chinese provinces that were “made by men” 



      
       
       
      


        
     
      
demonstrates, there is a “complex web of causality” at work
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but this sadly loses sight of Montesquieu’s very intricate and

 
 

 

   
“for a  effect of climate on [economic] performance” [4,
       
        
hypothesis, which, they say, “holds that the environment
        
technologies” [5, p

Levine’s findings seem to provide compelling evidence
against Montesquieu’s —

of Montesquieu’s theory, and hence they miss a pivotal
  

         

oversimplification of Montesquieu’s ideas. Dell, Jones, and
Olken, for instance, merely note that Montesquieu “observed
that hot countries tend to be poor” [12, p 
       
   
       






and they add that with such a perspective “it can be considered
       
interrelated” rather than opposed [24, p 
 




      
      
     ’s interpretation

         
  
can either change the trajectory of climate’s impact on the
         



 

 
 
    
           
          
        
      

    

 

at play in what Montesquieu calls the “general spirit.” Recall

past, and “maxims of the government” [1, p
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Montesquieu’s conception of the general spirit, but it gleans
        

        

      
      
        
oversimplification of Montesquieu’s so “climate
hypothesis” is reflected in a number of scholarly works today.

         
      
 
more comprehensive interpretation of Montesquieu’s thoughts
        





    

    
         
         
       
corresponding to certain individual dispositions. In Plato’s
     
          
          


“Perhaps 
         
we’ll inv      
we’ll also go on to consider it in individuals, considering
   ” 




       
climates, Montesquieu maintains, “have little sensitivity to
pleasures,” whereas “one will have more of it in temperate
countries,” and “in hot countries, sensitivity will be extreme”
 233]. He thus suggests that “[a]s one distinguishes

by degrees of sensitivity, so to speak” [1, p
     



 “capital of
the empire”  


“
     
        

” 

        

 


Montesquieu adds that he does “not speak of particular
         
check its theoretical effects, politics, too, has its frictions” [1,

        
         
       
 “empire” of
the body. In a later section, he writes that “[r]eason has a
 
            
forced to come back to it” [1, p  
          

“Men, by their care and their good laws, have made the earth
more fit to be their home,” he writes [1, p
       

      
      
        
       
        
Montesquieu’s theories.

 

    


       

   
       
      
           
        

  —   

—
       
       
      







 

  
          

development, and it also arguably measures a society’ 
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        index’s
category for “legal structure and security of property rights”
 

        

       
         
      


 

         


 

         
country’s total natural resource rents. It is “the sum of oil
         
rents, and forest rents” [26]. Data are from 


       

       
   
        
World Bank. Following Montesquieu’s reasoning that
       



 

         
 
        
      


 

        


  

  

 



   

  


         
       


  

   

 

 

   

    



         
 
 

   

  

  

  

    

    





 
         

       

       


 

         
         
        
        


       

 
  
      
        
   


 

       

a nation’s Polity IV score, GDP per capita increases by 3.23%.
          
        
          


 

        
 
       
resources (as a percent of total GDP), a country’s GDP per
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a percent of total GDP), a country’s GDP per capita decreases


 

       
      
            
 

        


returns. That is, the strength of the effect of a nation’s Polity


         
        
        





  

   

   

  

   

  



  

  

   

  

   

  

 



 



   

  

   

   




         
         
          
        

          
 

           

  

    



 
   
 
       
 



        
 —     
—
         


 


      
Montesquieu’s     
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effectiveness of “oneall” policy strategies (see for
       

     
       
     
      
        

      
understanding a country’s context in order the find the set of

      

      
       

Montesquieu’s works may in fact prove to be crucial pieces of
  
—

        
Montesquieu’s works may con    
        
        
       
represent other “manmade” factors that may help 



       

           
  
 –
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